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Calendar: perennial issue
By Rose Hume
Managing Editor
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Sharon Babe (junior. A A 5! and Dennis MtMickent pay
respects al the memorial service in honor of the late atiiitonl
football coach, Carlos Jackson. The service wot held
yesterday, and sponsored by the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
(Newsphoto by Ed MM)

In 1968. the University went from the
semester to the quarter system But
since the Ohio Board of Regents forced
that change on all state-supported
universities, the calendar issue has
come up annually before Academic
Council
In three out of four of the most
recent debates, the question has been
the same one that Council faces this
year, should an early starting date and
a split winter quarter be approved, or
should a late starting date that puts the
entire winter term after Christmas
break receive the nod0
Last year, a third option, reverting
to semesters, was considered by
Academic Council at the
recommendation of James A Norton,
chancellor of the Board ot^Regents
THE OPTION WAS initiated by
Miami University, which announced
that it fully intended to implement
semesters for this academic year But
last spring Norton vetoed semesters at
state schools.
The same arguments and same
complaints seem to surface in the

annual debate The repeated defeats of
early-in quarter calendars have always
centered on the split winter quarter
IM David G Elsass. dean of the
College of Education, pointed out four
years ago that a major selling point of
the late-start calendar was not
splitting winter quarter
Two years later. Dr. Karl E. Vogt.
dean of the College of Business
Administration, said professors could

News analysis
not expect students to retain the
foundation they built over an extended
break in a quarter
He added that professors cannot
expect students to work on projects
and papers over a vacation period
CONCERN ABOUT the extended
break surfaced again this year when
graduate student representatives to
Council said they fell the extended
break would cause an academically
unhealthy halt in momentum
They also raised questions aboul
access to research and laboratory
facilities during vacations
A split winter quarter also would

eliminate possibilities of working
during the Christmas season
But in terms of summer employment
ami graduate placement. James A.
Galloway, director of the Office of
Career 1*1.inning and Placement, said
students who end school in May have a
detinue employment advantage over
Ihote Who end school in June
Hi' said student! who can enter the
employment arena early have an
advantage despite the date of
application And he reported that many
summer jobs end on or about Labor
Day. thus leaving students without a
imam ot earning money while they
wail lor late -starting schools to open
THROUGH THE years, however,
students who have participated in
making the calendar decision have
Indicated they would rather sacrifice
employment opportunities for
improved education
Hut l)r Karl Schurr. professor of
biology Mid Wednesday that economic
conditions are such that Council should
seriously consider improving students'
opportunities for offsetting rising
tuition costs
When other Council members argued
that the early-in calendar would

Ford 'reaffirms friendship' with Koreans
SEOUL. Korea (AP)-With a warm
tribute to "our faithful ally.''
President Ford flew into South Korea
today to reaffirm US. military ties,
with the country it helped nearly a'
quarter-century ago in fighting
Communist invasion.
"I want to see for myself what you
have built upon the ashes of war."
Ford said as he began his visit to South
Korea after a five-day trip to Japan
Ron Nessen. the White House press
secretary, said the President had no
intention.of meeting with Korean
opposition leaders.
THE GOVERNMENT of President
Chung Hee Park has jailed scores of
dissident clergymen and writers, and
yesterday riot police entered the U.S.
embassy compound and dragged off
some 20 women who were demanding
that their sons and husbands be
released from jail on antigovernment
charges.
The State Department in Washington
said they also arrested the Rev. James
Sinnott. an American Maryknoll priest,
and that the police action violated the
diplomatic immunity of the embassy
compound
THE EMBASSY said Korean
authorities later expressed regret over

the incident and told the embassy that
all the women had been released
It was not immediately known
whether Father Sinnott was freed
"I am here to reaffirm our
friendship and to give it new life and
meaning." said Ford, the 3rd president
to visit South Korea.
"Nothing binds nationscloser than to
have fought side by side for the same
cause." Ford said
"TWO TIMES we have stood
together, here and in Vietnam, to

preserve the peace and stability of
Asia and the world We can never
forget this "
Some 35,000 Americans died in the
Korean War.
Officials say the purpose of Ford's
stopover here is to demonstrate the
■mportance the United States puts on
Korean stability, but critics say it will
only buttress President Chung Hee
Park's suppression of civil rights
Park has been tolerating some
opposition to his one-man rule, and
many fear he will begin silencing

critics once Ford ends his Far Eastern
trip and the upcoming U N debate on
Korea is over
MANY OF PARK'S critics think his
fear of alienating the United States Of
world opinion in general is why Park
has not gone further and jailed
hundreds of dissidents in growing
antigovernment protests
Seoul desperately is trying to line up
world support against a proposal to be
debated at the United Nations next
week to do away with the U N military

command structure in Korea
OOCC these issues are nut ol the way.
many think the government will feel its
survival is al stake unless the
dissidents arc suppressed
Park issued a series of harsh decrees
earlier this year banning all criticism
ot his constitution and imposing the
death penalty tor some violators
At least 203 persons were convicted
uiiilei the decrees, including a former
president a Roman catholic bishop
and numerous students and
Intellectuals

inconvenience faculty. Dr. Schurr
asked if sacrificing students who
needed money was better than
inconveniencing faculty
Neither Council nor Galloway
addressed the problem of how
eliminating Christmas employment
time would affect student ability to pay
tuition. No data' was offered as to
whether an early-out calendar would
offset the loss of Christmas work.
A SURVEY done last winter by the
Student Body Organization (SBO)
revealed that students apparently do
not consider employment opportunities
when indicating which calendar they
prefer.
However, the relevence of student
preference in calendar decisions has
been questioned, since students usually
are only familiar with one calendar.
Provost Kenneth Rothe also
questioned the validity of that survey
since it was heavily biased toward oncampus students
Off-campus
responses were not sought, since SBO
said most upperclassmen-who live
more frequently off-campus-would be
graduated by the time the calendar
went into effect.
Whether or not Academic Council
adopts a calendar that splits winter
quarter, the vote should come
Wednesday. Dec 4 Faculty and
students are welcome to attend the
open meeting at a time and location to
be announced later.

Last issue
Today's issue of The News is the
last publication before Thanksgiving. The News office will be
open Monday through Wednesday
to accept classified advertising
and conduct other business operations. Publication will resume
Wednesday. Dec. 4.

Run off vote scheduled by TU faculty
By Mary Zltello
Staff Reporter
Toledo University tTUl faculty
members, who voted Tuesday and
Wednesday to determine if they
wanted to organize for collective
bargaining and who they wanted to
represent them, will have to vote again
Dec 3 and 4
The runoff election is required
because the vote failed to give a
majority to any of the three options
appearing on the ballot

The agents vying (or the representative's position were the American
Federation to Teachers (AFT), the
American Association of University
Professors (AAUPI and a "no agent"
option that was being promoted by a
group calling itself the Committee of
Concerned Faculty.
IN THE UNOFFICIAL results from
the election, 237 votes were cast for the
"no agent" option, 229 for the AFT and
SO for the AAUP. The "no agent" and
AFT will be listed on the runoff
election ballot.

Sheldon Halpern. Bowling Green's
vice provost for faculty affairs, said
TU's faculty members have been
planning the election for some time
He said to hold such an election there
has to be a fair amount of interest
among the faculty.
Referring to whether or not the TU
collective bargaining issue will affect
this University, he said, "Whether it's
likely to change the situation here, I
don't know It has to be initiated by the
faculty.
"Every time a collective bargaining

issue is voted on elsewhere. I'm sure
our faculty rethinks their position on
it." he said "Especially if it's
happening close hv
Halpern said there has never been
much interest in raising the collective
bargaining question here
There have been a number of
occasions in the past where speakers
have conic to campus to discuss
organizing collective bargaining and to
see it we do or do not want it." Halpern
explained "Bui up lO now there has
never been much strong sentiment for
it."

THE VICE PROVOST said matters
that are usually bargained for include
salaries, work hours and grievance
procedures
Halpern said if TU votes to organise
for collective bargaining they will
become the second faculty at an Ohio
public university to do so.
The University of Cincinnati chose
AAUP as their bargaining agent last
week and presently Kent State
University, is discussing collective
bargaining, he said.

SGA surveying prices, touring campuses
Editor's Note: The following is the
final part of a series on Student
Goverameat Association projects.
By Sally Arnold
and
Dave Davis

Student Government Association
(SGAI officers each are working on
many projects of student interest as
they near the last quarter of their term
of office.
Michael R. Wilcox. student representative to the Board of Trustees, has
helped organize a two-day bus trip for
the Recreation Facilities Committee
to view recreational facilities of other
universities.
Wilcox said the committee plans to
familiarize itself with advantages and
disadvantages in recreational facilities
and then form a recommendation to
students for an indoor facility at this
University.

Weather
Partly cloody aad not so cold
today with highs it to IS
Considerable cloudiness tonight
with lows la the upper Ma.
Variable cloodiaess aad warmer
tomorrow wtth a chance of a few
showers. Highs hi the mid Us.
Probability of precipitation M per
cent today aad tonight.

THE COMMITTEE, composed of
nine students, will be leaving Monday.
Deo 2, to view athletic facilities at the
University of Illinois. Indiana
University and Ball State University.
"These facilities were recommended
as three excellent ones to view if we're
interested in constructing a facility
here." Wilcox said.
Wilcox said any indoor facilities built
at the University would be for
recreational and intramural use
Varsity athletic teams would have
limited use of the building, he said.
Butch Murnane, coordinator of state
and community affairs, is working to
set up a National Student Lobby (NSL)
office on campus.
Murnane said he and three other
students, are in the process of drafting
a letter to the NSL president to collect
information
Funds are available to establish an
office by the end of the quarter, he
said. NSL was established in 1971 as a
national lobby for issues of student
concern.
A PRICE SURVEY of various
products in local stores is just
beginning, he said. Prices will be
procured and hopefully published if
variations exist. The price survey may
extend to neighboring towns, he said.
Murnane also is looking into the
possibility of a furniture auction.
Damaged furniture which can no
longer be used in University buildings
is kept in a warehouse according to
Murnane. Most of the furniture is used
to rebuild other less severely broken
items but a small amount is left that
could be auctioned, he said

Murnane and J Owen McCee.
director of inventory control, will be
touring the warehouse to determine
auctionable items, he said.
Another project of Murnane's is the
formation of a student board for the
recycling program on campus. The
board will be responsible for
channeling any money generated from
the program back into student affairs,
he said.
RICK A. MORROW, coordinator of
academic affairs, is working with
Lucille A. James, student senator, on
professor-course evaluations
Morrow said the University's psychology department looked over the

evaluation and expanded it for clarity s
sake Arrangements will be made with
the psychology department for'
tabulating the evaluation, he said
The results will be published and sold
to students and included in freshmen
orientation literature, he said
Morrow also has committees
working under his supervision on
various projects in the academic area.
One of the committees is working to
learn the quality of student advisers
Various academic departments will be
researched to find any written requirements for advisers, Morrow said
"Then a list of those who want to be
advisers will be drawn up and matched
against those who are presently

Speaker sef for commencemenf
Central State University President
Dr. Lionel H. Newsom will be the
speaker at the University's fall quarter
commencement which is set for 10
a.m. Saturday. Dec. 14.
Dr. Newsom is presently trying to,
lead the school through one of the
worst disasters ever to strike an Ohio
university the tornado last spring that
destroyed 85 per cent of the campus.
Despite the damage, the university
missed only 7 days of classes, and June
commencement ceremonies were held
as usual.
Dr. Newsom, Central Slate president
since 1972, is largely credited with
helping the school recover so quickly.

advisers, he said.
"Maybe we can gel those who don't
want to be advisers out." he said,
"after all. those advisers who want to
do it will probably do a better job."
OTHER COMMITTEES will work on
reordering the filing system in the SGA
offices, investigate possibilities of
hiring more minorities at the
University adding new courses and
dropping those that apparently aren't
in demand and surveying the
competency of 100-level instructors.
Morrow slated
Students form first impressions of
a department usually, from their 100level courses." Morrow said, "and we
want to know if those 100-level
instructors are qualified."
William C. Byrd. SGA vice
president, is working on a project to
promote spirit on campus He is
planning a sale of pompoms, buttons
and other items to encourage spirit for
athletic events
The budget for the project has been
approved by SGA and any profits will
be channeled into other student areas.
Byrd said
The items, reasonably priced, will be
sold in the Student Activities Office
and other appropriate places, he said
Byrd said he is concentrating on
improving the Black Cultural Library
which has been changed to Ethnic
Cultural Library because of
inadequacies of the former library.
"THE CHANGE in name has not
improved conditions much." Byrd
said, "the names are different but the
problem still exists."

Byrd said intentions are to make a
Black Cultural Library larger and
more complete with additional
artifacts. He credits his staff for the
project with ideas for the library.
One of the goals of his term, he said,
is to get others involved He said his
of f ice is " not a one-man show
Douglas G. Bugie. president, is
helping Student Housing Association to
get organized and deal with student
housing problems.
BUGIE SAID students living in
apartments will be surveyed as to their
opinions of landlords, and these results
will be distributed to sophomores that
might move off campus
The housing association committee,
will also deal with complaints
including those lodged against
University Courts which has cut off
cable television to about 60 student
apartment dwellers, he said.
BUGIE SAID he will work to gain
support for the Ohio Marijuana
Coalition which does not support the
use of marijuana, only its decriminallzation since present laws are blatantly
ignored.
He also will be working with other
committees that will study parking
services and placing students on city
council
Bugie said he has arranged for a $5001
donation to the Black Student Union for
Black Cultural Week The donation is.
funded by SGA. Cultural Boost and!
Student Activities, he said.
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hot crossed buns
By Oui Skuucr Jr.
Gaest Colimabt

campus safety

fditor'i nor»: Onan Skinntr It. n a
character crxotecf by Mvaraf Papufer
Culiuit gradual* ttuthntt

probe necessary
It's time for all segments of the University community to take a long,
hard look at Campus Safety and its director. Dale F. Shaffer.
Recent revelations that Campus Safety has been using apparently
improper methods of promotion raises questions about his competence
as a fair administrator.
Even more shocking are revelations that Shaffer has displayed racist
and sexist attitudes in his role as the University's top police officer.
Shaffer's job is a sensitive one. requiring both fairness and openminded ness.
Judging from testimony given about Campus Safety in a closed hearing
Oct. 31. he has often displayed little of both.
The hearing revealed that Shaffer has promoted to "acting sergeant" a
young, white male officer who does not meet the requirements of the
Ohio Department of State Personnel class specifications for such a
position.
He also has reduced the position of a 40-year old black patrolwoman
who filed a grievance about the young officer's promotion.
In making these job changes. Shaffer has gone against the principles of
the civil service laws of Ohio, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act
and federal and state civil rights acts.
Perhaps even worse, a letter submitted by James E. Saddoris, former
director of Campus Safety, revealed that Shaffer has expressed a
reluctance to "have any women on the police department, especially
black women."
A University is supposed to have an open-minded atmosphere and
should be run by people with open minds.
To have such a highly-placed administrator as Shaffer make
statements and decisions that show such close-mindedness runs contrary
to the concept of a university.
Top University administrators, faculty, students and the Board of
Trustees should carefully investigate Shaffer's qualifications and
attitudes to determine if he is the proper person for such an important
job.
The arbitration panel that presided over the hearing must do what is
morally right and rule against Shaffer's arbitrary manipulation of the
civil service employes under his domain.
If the panel and the University condone Shaffer's actions and
statements, they are perpetuating the racist policies that have marred
America for so long.

I am a member of this sick, sick
society. Only today, as I was standing
tall, proud and napov. facing what
little sun there was (actually there was
what you call your average low cloud
cover). I was striving to resolve the
mind/body dichotomy.
The lust for life was upon me: my
attitude, my inflated yin and yang. my
earthly oestrus, urged me to work
toward some contact, to share our
inner fears and pipe dreams, to touch
somebody's body. I lifted up my piece
of rotting wood and discovered a crab.
It was a hermit crab. Arachnoidal. like
the black widow spider, yet more alone
and isolated by its horny shell. See.
Ron. that's what happened to me.
Yet in my parlous vision, viewing the
countryside of a Midwestern
community standing accused of sexual
role-playing, stereotyped behavior
unrelieved by self-analysis and reform,
it seemed to me that the West was
hardly so far ahead

and response
In the past years UAO and Cultural
Boost have been knocking their heads
together, each fighting for the prestige
and satisfaction of bringing the best
possible concert to campus.
For the first time in history, (he two
groups are combining their monies.
labor and time to program and produce
a concert (eaturing Todd Kundgren
(along with his group. Utopiai on
December 2 One ol the main reasons
we're bringing you this show is to find
out what kind ol programming can be
successful on the Bowling Green
campus i We also think he's an
excellent artist i.
The past quarter has seen over six
concerts that haven t experienced
financial success and or student
support. In response to the
Homecoming concert. DionM
Warwicke attempted to hit an easy
listening audience appropriate to the
atmosphere of Homecoming
MUCH CRITICISM was voiced, and
the show was compared to the
Aerosmith concert. Even though
Aerosmith was a financial success, it
was a social disaster Aerosmith
actually sold less tickets to students
than Dionne Warwicke did Only 1300
students saw Aerosmith, which, if it
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Along with concerts such as
Chopper. Mount Airy. McCreary. and
the Barkays. which ail set lack-of-attendance records and were all free
(apathy?) we are in the process of reevaluation and research because we
want to bring the best possible
entertainment to you.
We hope you will put the faith in us
that we place in you. and we welcome
any response to how you feel about
concerts.
Keith LoVullo and
Jon Martin. UAO
Performing Arts
Co-chairmen
Pam Howison, Cultural

return coat
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Where do we go from here? Dionne.
Aerosmith. and Weather Report are
miles apart musically and none sold to
students We had to ask ourselves if we
were doing concerts for students or all
the high schools and outsiders in the
area, which brings us to the new ticket
policy. Tickets will be sold only to
students from now on. so that's why
you will need your ID and validation
card to purchase tickets. ID'S AND
validation cards will be checked at the
door Any spouse of a student may
purchase a ticket if she/he has his/her
ID card
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was promoted the same as the
Homecoming show, would have lost
over $6500.00.
Also, seeing junior high students
overdosed to the point where they can't
even stand, tends to make you sick
Weather Report, although a successful
concert entertainment wise, also
sustained a financial loss

Boost
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This past Sunday I attended church
wearing one of my most treasured
possessions: my brown suede winter
coat. I attended the service, my coat
hanging in the coat room. I came out.
My coat was gone. Someone had left
with it (accidentally or otherwise).
My message is this. If you have my
coat, please return it. no questions will
be asked, no charges will be made. I
only want my coat back. It has not only
monetary but sentimental value lor me
as well. It is neither of those to you. If
you have my coat please call 372-1304 I
will even come and get It. Or. if you
wish drop me a letter in the campus
mail. Whichever you prefer.
As I said. I just want my coat back.
I'd like to stay warm this winter.
Kevin R. Diels
310 Offenhauer/West

in

devices.

I shed a silent tear of pity for the
crew of the Jefferson Handcar, that
mighty band with arms like ironing
boards. Only then did I discover the
secret of the Midwest as the shadows
of the past rotated through the
windmills of my mind.
Rocky and Ricky strove to convince
me of my immortality, my life, my
fortune, and my sacred putridity. But
it was beyond consummation The
godless communists, those adenoidal
fiends who had perpetrated the
lackanookie (as reported by Mickey
Spillane in his novel Masters of Deceit)
would also cause our ultimate downfall
and the expurgation of our regional
righteousness.
Only a true Californian could now
save us. to come Messiahlike in his
levis. chambray workshirt. possible
sack over one shoulder, with the glare
of wise eyes concealed by omnipresent
shades

IT HIT ME: the total
traumatization.
the utter
fastidiousness of these important
questions. Certainly a Western school
like, say, the University of Southern
California would be just chock full of
students who had evaluated the roles
the culture tried to thrust upon them,
and discarded such stereotyped
behavior.
"S— what you can get for these bead*

Ed Chima. Coordinator
of Cultural Affairs

■OHOtlM SI««

her skin had a psyebedae consistency,
a sort of tangible flakiness -she was
extra crispy. Her white, meaty spread
reminded me of the waltz of the silent
shadows-or perhaps the waltz of the
toreadors. And it was my duty as the
ethereal picador to thrust home my
sword and commence the
entertainment.
CAPTAIN KANGAROO put it best
when he said. "What we need, boys and
girls, is more social intercourse. Let's
go outside and see the genuine nauga
that Mr. Green Jeans has procured for
us today." But Mr. Green Jeans had
only been primping the nauga for a
facetious dumb show, calculating to
get the Captain giddy so that he could
justify a lapse of moral behavior.
If the rites of sex and roles of people
of different sexes need revision, and
they do. the initiation of our analysis
can't be disguised as a phony
difference between national regions:
and concealed behind nebulous stylistic

Then the time warp descended, and I
fell through the splintered and termiteridden weltanschung of Wooden
County. My uncle Harlan, last of the
Sanders and a high officer in the state
militia, introduced me to this chick,
the one with the constricted, tight little
drumsticks (an injury sustained while
playing the snares). Uncle's face was
pink, and going round and round in the
sky.

Leirers
requests faith

Certainly at Western USC. no
pornofilms would form the staple
entertainment of dormies (unless that
university's Men's Housing
Association paying for a Ruts Meyer
film, shown to a packed auditorium
crowd of applauding men and women
dormies, consists of same).
Certainly, at such a western
university, the floor funds of a dorm
would not be put towards a stripper's
performance (unless that woman who
was hustled away by private car after
disrobing with a piano and drum
accompaniment in Marks, and Trojan
dorms' lounge before a massed and
raucus male audience, consisted of
same).
Certainly, then, if these things
happened land they did) they would
represent a community of students
who had evaluated their sex roles and '
intelligently reformed them.
Let me tell you where I'm coming
from. The chick was not only tan. but

keep it up
In response to UAO Special Events
Chairman, Michael Coman's
irresponsible letter of Nov. 15. I would
like to clarify my position on the
Warwicke concert.
I merely stated that The BG News
could not be blamed for the Warwicke
disaster and questioned James Stofan's
statement about freshman and
sophomore students "not knowing who
she was " Unfortunately, Mr. Coman
misconstrued this point, saying that
students were misinformed and
proceeded to explain the inner
workings of the UAO.
Also, I received a personal invitation
to "come on up and apply" for a UAO
position on the basis that I was "full of
it." In regards to your "compliment,"
Mr. Coman. I would like to thank you
as I am deeply impressed, receiving it
from a person of your position. As for
the application, I decline your offer,
because as I previously stated, I am
sure that UAO members are pouring
hours of lime and effort into their
work.
In the future. Mr. Coman, I truly
hope that you better comprehend any
articles and letters in The BG News.
Also. I hope that your "compliments"
become a bit more responsible in the
future After all, wasn't that where
Richard Nixon met his Waterloo? Or
should I say his Watergate''
Regardless, keep up the good work'
Bob Turner
113 Kohl

why limit
tickets
In light of the recent controversy
over the Dionne Warwicke concert and
the booking of concerts in general, it is
refreshing to see that Cultural Boost
and UAO have booked Todd Rundgren
for Dec. 2.
However it seems foolhardy at best
to limit ticket sales to University
students. I can't imagine a more
effective way to insure the failure of a
concert.
Greg DeCrane is quoted by The BG
News as saying "If we limit ticket
sales to University students and we
only draw WOO people...We have to
decide if we must provide concerts for
every Jr. high kid in the area or if the
(University) students are our major
concern."
FIRST. I would like to ask Mr
DeCrane exactly how many Jr. high
students does he think are attending
concerts here. (There are probably
very.few.) Secondly. I would like to
suggest that if 2000 students is a small
number to participate in a function,
then who art we providing

Homecoming queens and student body
elections for. since comparable
numbers of students participate in
these.
I also wonder what is wrong with
providing entertainment for the
community etc. (I don't hear anyone
suggesting that ticket sales to football
and basketball games etc. should be
limited exclusively to students.) 1
would think that one way to enhance
good relations between the University
and the community would be to provide
activities in which people other than
students could participate.
It also seems that the revenues
generated from ticket sales to nonstudents might be what enables
concerts to be held in the first place,
and that if only students are permitted
to attend concerts and the concerts
therefore lose money, the fact that
they lost money could and would be
used as a rationale for eliminating
concerts altogether. Which, by the
way. seems to be the real goal of the
University's concert policies of the last
two years
I also would like to ask. why is it that
the so called "disturbances" which
occur at concerts at BGSU are so much
more of a problem than those which
may occur at Toledo University and
elsewhere. I have never attended a
concert anywhere where the
atmosphere is so controlled as it is

here The almost total lack of smoking
and drinking at a BG concert is
overwhelming. I'm sure that anyone
who has attended concerts at TU
and/or the Sports Arena, and never
here, would be more than amazed at
the extremely ordered atmosphere
which exists here
I think that the idea of charging one
ticket price for students and another
for non-students is an excellent idea
and one which is long overdue. TU has
been doing it for at least the last two
years and probably more. (Their usual
price differential is about a dollar to a
dollar-fifty.)
Finally. I suggest that if Mr
DeCrane and Company insist on
restricting ticket sales to University
students that they should reschedule
the Rundgren concert from Memorial
Hall to the Grand Ballroom, since It is
unlikely that on a given night any but a
few acts could attract nearly the one
third of the student body which it
requires to fill Memorial Hall and the
acoustics are much better in the Grand
Ballroom.
Barry A. Heisler
17274 Bowling Green Rd W.

no trust
People sometimes question if the
student health service can be trusted.
They wonder if their lives are safe with

the treatment they receive. Well. I am
also wondering if the University
Health Center can be trusted, but from
a moral viewpoint rather than from a
physical viewpoint.
Sunday night my roommate went
into the health center and spent the
night there The next morning I
decided to take her a sack of some
things to read, including a BG News, a
MAD magazine, a trashy novel (full of
sex >. and a Playgirl magazine
I asked the receptionist if someone
would be able to deliver the sack to my
roommate, and I received an
affirmative answer. My roommate got
the sack without the Playgirl. although
everything else was untouched.
Why did someone even look in the
sack? To me. that's on the same level
as opening someone else's mail, which
is illegal. Were they checking to make
sure I wasn't sending my roommate
something illegal - like drugs? If so.
why did they confiscate the Playgirl?
Do they think they can censor the
patients reading material'' If so. why
didn't they also take the trashy novel?
No. I'm afraid the magazine was
stolen. And even though I may or may
not be able to trust the health center as
far as my life is concerned. I know for
sure that I cannot trust them morally.
Margie Thodt
819 Offenhauer East

rallabooma answers
By Chief Rallabooma (Brace May)
818 Offen.au.tr West
Guest StHdeit Columnist

Since it has been coeducational since
its conception, there is little chance of
a Kim Olson incident ever happening

"For two years there has been a
growing excitement on the BG campus
which has not come to public attention.
As Chief Rallabooma. I feel it is irresponsibility to do so. I refer to
Rallabooma'. of course."
So goes the true quote of the
president of the HES (Hideous
Eunuchs with Sclerosis), or so it should
have gone. I. in my official capacity as
Chief Rallabooma. must show the utter
fallacies represented in the editorial of
Friday. Nov. 15.1J74.entitled "Plot?"
First off. the way of life known as
Rallabooma. is hardly a foolish game.
It is indeed an aesthetic way of life that
has transcended over into an athletic
endeavor.

Next Bowsher goes on to say that
Rallabooma is a Communist plot.
Poppycock. Not even our esteemed
Mr. Keith is of such lack of perception.
Rallabooma is as American as the
green olive; as patriotic as the Aaron
Burr Society. Such comments
questioning our political affiliations
are liable to be libel

THE MANIFESTATION of this
philosophic outlook is the sport that
some of this enlightened campus has
watched, participated in. and most
assuredly enjoyed. Not only does it
promote physical and mental fitness,
but it also provides a great release of
frustrative and competitive urges that
are unnecessary in the modern storm
we call life

Is not one of the colors on our
uniform red? Is not the color red found
on our great American flag? Need any
more be said concerning our duty and
obligation to our country'' Besides my
random sequence number in the draft
is 17.
CONTINUING IN his ridiculous
tradition of misstating facts. Bowsher
goes on to say that we have midnight
meetings. Complete folly We usually
meet about 7-8 p.m.. and romp until
our match meets a desirable end
Certainly the Rallabooma courts are
not dimly lit either. We may have
certain qualities that others desire bat
infrared vision is not one of them
Hence, the courts are quite well lit.

As to the movement expanding. I am
most happy to be able to announce that
Rallabooma is the fastest growing
sport in the universe, with its
membership increasing thirteen fold in
less than a year Surprising, you ask
yourself Perhaps so. but my two
interviews with the radio personalities
at WFAL are indeed indicative of the
way we are being accepted once we are
understood. I'm sure Dr. Pepper can
sympathize
On this same line, was our notice in
the Green Sheet. Even though thai
game was played in a heavy downpour
we had the largest standing-room-only
crowd in the history of the sport.
In response to our philosophy
spreading, of course it has. as any
major doctrine of continuing
sensitivity shall. We are now
represented at BGSU. Kent State. Ohio
State. Miami. Cleveland State.
Cuyahoga Community College.
Pittsburgh. Ft. Lauderdale. Cleveland
and all of Parma
In closing there are help sessions for
the novices before, between and
beyond each game. Oh. and of course.
keep em flying
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F.W. Woolworth Co. may close
By CWy Smerclna
Staff Reporter
F.W. Woolworth Co may
close its store in Bowling
Green on Jan 4.
Bui Woolworth's regional
officials have reopened
negotiations with the owner
of the building Woolworth's
occupies in hopes of
renewing a lease which runs
out Jan. 31.
Layton C'oen of Bowling
Green, constructed the
building for Woolworth in
1960 Woolworth's leased the
building for a 15-year period,
which runs out at the end of
January.

K.iih Ovien (S». AAS), Kevin Moor* (Jr. Ed.), Tom Nkh.it., (S». A*S|, and
libby Allan (Jr. A*S) portray th. K«no of tha falo of burning Joan of Art, a
tcano from "The lark," lo bo poriormod tonight and Saturday in tho Thoatro
Unbound at tho Studanl Services Forum. (Nowiphoto by Miko Grono)

"The Lark"

Coen has the building
listed with the Danberry
Real Estate Co of Toledo It
has been for sale since July.
Coen refused to comment
on the progress of the

Thanksgiving spurs reaction
The rising price of sugar
for the whipped cream on
the pumpkin pie. the Greyhound bus strike and the
political scene are having
minor effects on the University community's plans for
Thanksgiving
A representative group of
90 students and 39 faculty
and staff members was
asked how this Thanksgiving
will be different from any
other
Responses varied Irom
going to the Army-Navy
football game to remaining
in Bowling Green to catch
up on school work
A few students said their
alienation from world and
local events has little effect
on their holiday. The
interest for most students is
in leaving Bowling Green for
home, friends and. of
course, good food
"THE MAIN reason mankind invented holidays was
to cool out." said Ronald
Gibson, freshman (A&S).
College students, faced
with separation, are quick to

admit that being away from
home has taught them to
appreciate their families.
Thanksgiving
presents
the opportunity for a homecoming to many families
One freshman related how
his family has split up, with
his brothers and sisters
scattered throughout
various schools For them.
Thanksgiving will be a
reunion
Students said seeing a
baby niece for the first time,
a brother they won't see for
awhile, or grandparents
they see at Thanksgiving,
will make this holiday different than in the past
"Dinner will be with all
the aunts and uncles, the
same way it is every year."
said Linda Janmey. freshman (H&CS I
Yet there are some years
when family changes leave a
mark on holidays
"1 HAVE a new mother."'
Elizabeth Gaspard. freshman 'A&S' said. "And it
will be the first holiday I
spend with her "

Dairij
Queen

Other students will be a
bit wistful this Thanksgiving
since they are not going
home to their families
For Barbara Wagoner,
sophomore Ibid I, this will
be the first Thanksgiving she
has not spent at home
"Maybe my parents will
be a little sad about it." she
said "You know how they
are."
Another student. Deborah
Koerner. junior i Ed I, won't
be going home until
Christmas She said she
wishes she was. but with the
Christmas break so close,
she said the Thanksgiving
trip wouldn't be worth it
A native New Kngl.inder.
she said Thanksgiving has
always held a lot of traditional meaning for her
family
A secretary in the Admini
stration Building will find
what the loss of a loved one
means to her family at
Thanksgiving She said this
Thanksgiving will be dif*
ferent from others because
"My father died this year

and that makes the greatest
difference to us all."
Seven weeks of academic
and social trauma for
University freshmen makes
Thanksgiving especially
meaningful for them as they
return home
"I'm looking lorward to
going home. I'll see a lot of
my friends It will be special
to go home after a long
time." explained Barbara
Huntley. freshman (Ed l.
"In the past, I've always
taken it for granted." said
Jennifer l.ind. freshman
'l.'l
"My parents will go
all out for me this year
If Thanksgiving seems
routine for students, it
seems more routine to
faculty and stall, according
to the poll
"After you've done 48
Thanksgivings, there are a
lot of similarities," said
Jannis Pallister. professor
of romance languages
Most faculty and staff are
having family gatherings
with the usual Thanksgiving
dinner, although for some

the seating arrangement
around the table will be
different
Lois K
Starrick. an
accounting clerk has a son
and daughter-in-law home
from the service. Janet
Hepler. coordinator for
cultural programs, and
Irene Siville. an account
clerk both have her grandsons and Helen Wylic. an
office machine operator, has
a daughter who married this
summer and now lives in
New York
For some. Thanksgiving
will be different Ronald
l.omas, instructor in ethnic
studies, will be spending the
day with a family of a different race
But lor most. Thanksgiving, though a nice fourday break from work, is still
routine. As Joyce Kock.
administrative assistant of
International
programs
said. "It's not different I'll
"jest go home for a dinner ''

negotiations to renew
Woolworth's lease She said
more definite information
regarding the fate of
Woolworth soon would be
available
"I WOULD guess in the
next couple of weeks You
don't say for sure with
anything with Woolworth
until their name is on the
dotted line." she said
Charles Adams, manager
of the Woolworth store. 154162S Main St .also declined
to comment on the situation
E.R Judy. Woolworth's
real estate superintendent at
the firm's regional office in

Des Plaines. Ill confirmed
that negotiations had been
reopened
"WE MADE a new
proposition to the owner
about a week ago.'' he said,
"but we haven't heard
anything
He said RMN
information would be
available in Mother week
or so "
Robert E Hoagland axe
eatlve manager ot the
Bowling Green Chamber ot
Commerce, said be believed
Woolworth's departure
would be .1 loss to the citj I
business community
"Needless t" say, ii ihey
moved out. it would cripple

the variety ollered in the
central business district We
would hope that in due time
a like replacement could be
found, he explained "We
feel they are an integral part
ol the variety type merchants in the central
business district
Sprcul.itmy on why Woolworth ^ may close its store.
Hoagland said, Basically,
wc understand it s primarily
the lease arrangement I
don 1 think (or one minute
that it reflects on the
Bowling lireen area
He said he believed that
the Woolworth Co. is
present!) in the process ol
reassessing all its smalltown businesses

newsnotes
Israel support
UNITED NATIONS, NY 1 (API The
I'niled States yesterday declared its
support of Israel's right to exist ami
lashed out at the Arab guerrillas
"deliberate policy of terror' and then
attempt to compare it with the
American Revolution.
The stance was at odds with tho
approach to the Palestine question taken
by a majority of speakers in the General
Assembly debate on Palestine and with
a resolution prepared by Third World
countries which says nothing about the
continued existence of Israel

Fast or famine
I API-Thousands of Americans voluntarily went hungry yesterday in a
daylong fast to raise money to (eed the
world's hungry Some people said they'd
make skipping meals a regular practice
Crop failures, bad weather, rising
prices and population increases h;ivc
created a world lood shortage ih.it
threatens more than hall a billion people
in over 30 countries with death from
starvation
Yesterdays last, sponsored by a
group called tixlam-Americj. was one
of several programs organized in
response to calls for people in affluent

nations to e.it less in order lo prevent

widespread lamine

Michigan prank
COLUMBI S M" \ blue Michigan
flag waved In the snow) breeze above
the Ohio House ot Representatives
yesterda; signaling tome earl) arrivals
from that state up north i"i the ohm
State Michigan football rivalry Satui
day

A page noticed Ihe Michigan flag
above Ihe House chamber about noon
and Immediate!) pulled it down
I ii like to give it lo Wood) Hayes.'
one legislative clerk said touching oft
speculation as to the fate of the flag
should II ever reach the hands of the
volatile Ohio St.ite co.nil

Labor contract
CHARLESTON, \\ V a
\Pl I lilted
Mine Workers President1 unoid Miller
said yesterda) he will return to
negotiations to reach .1 coal Industry
labor contract, l>ut he insisted the
decision was ins own and nol .1 result of
dissension within the union
1 ti s;.\ there are aboul 10 areas in
whit Ii we hope ID HKike some

Improvements." he said ■>( •> news
conference

isaneuo s

Remember!

Is Celebrating Its
10th ANNIVERSARY!

DAIRY QUEEN
has

3 KINDS OF HOT SOUPS
DAILY
plus a wide selection of

HOT SANDWICHES
Open Mon.-Sat. til Midnight,
Sunday til 11:30
434 E. Wooster

I til IT
Ttll
ma. if ,ou w*. • tall Nonfla man, what would you do with ona

.hot'
riaNRI

»■"

Ml TWO MUST HUN MOVIIS 'OH THI HHCI Or ONI

TODD RUNDGREN

NOW PLAYING
TONIGHT - "HARRY AND TONTO" 7:15 11.00
SNEAK PREVIEW AT MO
SAT.SUN. ai5 ■ 4:30 - 7:15 • 9:30

Pisanello's Today

1m
.\>

"AWONDERFUL COMEDY...NOT LIKE
ANY OTHER
PICTURE."
-Pauline Kael

"HARRY
fiTONTO"
R <»

h !9k

UAO and Cultural Boost

18 inch 1 item pizza
plus your choice of 4 soft drinks
a '5.35 value for only $4.00

GOOD ALL DAY Man. Nov. 25th

i>t LUXE « (jm|

EVE. AT 7:15-9:45
SAT-SUN. MATINEE 200 & 4:30
••••■NIT MCTMfS rrUSUtS
M ALBERT & RUDDT MtODUCTIOK

Wednesday Nov. 27th
ALL PlaZZAS SOLD

STARRING

BURT REYNOLDS
"THE
r LONGEST YARD"

Todd Rundgren's Utopia

Tickets $5 00 available at Union Ticket office

Present This Coupon And Get An

HELD OVER
3rd WEEK

CINEMA JJ

Present

in Concert
Monday, Dec. 2 at 8:30 P.M.
in Anderson Arena

COLOR BY

VALUABLE COUPON

, ▼

(

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

BARGAIN MATINEES!
SAT. & SUN. OPENING TILL &00
ALL SEATS $1.00

R(o

AT THE 1964
PRICE!
Offer Good For Inside
and Carry-Out Only
203 North Main

10 Years Ago
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Inmates strive for drug-free lives
By Lorraine Jameson
Staff Reporter
LUCASVILLE-Drugs have been anil
still are a way o[ life for many inmates
in prisons and jails throughout the
nation
But the Start Now Acting Positive
(SNAPI drug rehabilitation program
at the maximum security Southern
Ohio Correctional Facility (80CF) is
trying to do something about it
"SNAP'S concept is unique in that it
was founded by a drug-dependent
person for drug-dependent persons.'
said Charles C. White, founder and coordinator ol SNAP and a former drug
user himself
•iT MOTIVATES the member
toward self-awareness, spiritual
development, and understanding the
forces outside himself, and helps the
addict to adjust and deal with cir
cumstances in general.'' White said
White developed the SNAP idea
while incarcerated in the Ohio Slate
Penitentiary in Columbus
After his transfer to l.ucasville in
1*72. he organized the program with
the aid of several inmates and
Hortense Robinson, coordinator of
volunteer services, who agreed to act
as staff coordinator of the program
SNAP'S goal is to prepare an Inmate
for a drug-free existence in the outside
world by helping him develop a sense
of responsibility and an acceptance of

reality. White explained
Inmates run Ihe 100-membcr selfhelp program themselves II is the only
therapeutic treatment for drug addicts
at Ihe Lucasville facility
All members are screened before
they are accepted into Ihe program
The only criteria for membership is
having a drug problem. While noted
THK SCREENING process attempts
to keep nun-users Irom being affected
by the drug culture la which they would
be exposed, he added
SN \r has lour levels through which
member! progress. including
orientation, communication, hard core
therapy and preparation and
graduation
New SNAP members spend a
minimum ol :<o days in orientation
They receive individual and group
counseling, and take the Kdwards
Personal Preference Schedule test to
determine Iheir strengths and needs
Members are familiarized with the
program's concept and learn to know
the advisers, stall and other members
Before moving on to Ihe second
level, all new members are exposed to
an example of group therapy They are
required to write an assessment of
their needs and goals to aid the
program in meeting them
IN THE COMMUNICATIONS level,
the members take par! in workshops
mini communication classes, non-

verbal and group interaction exercises.
The communication exercises help
the individual to better understand the
sending and receiving of messages
After completing 30 days of the
communication level, the members
are ready for level three-the hard core
therapy. It lasts for 60 days.
Hap sessions, role playing, game
playing and "brain storming'' are
among the types ol hard core therapy
offered.

All therapy is geared toward building
self-awareness, sensitivity and the
ability to relate to other human beings,
according to White
Sharing personal fantasies is one of
many SNAP games. A member sits in
a chair and tells other members of his
group what his ideal world would be
like.
The picture he paints must be drugfree Later, another member attacks
the fantasy to see if adverse circumstances could make him turn back
to drugs.
AFTER SHARING the fantasy, the
member must tell the group what
progress is being made toward
reaching that ideal state.
Members also portray trials from
the arrest through the verdict to give a
better perspective of what happens to
them emotionally and physically when
they commit a crime.
Members clip stories of trial
proceedings from newspapers or write
their own scripts.
Preparation and graduation follow
hard core therapy If a member is
close to being released Irom
Lucasville. SNAP can aid in job
placement and vocational aptitude
testing
Many members, still incarcerated,
remain with the program in positions
of responsibility.
Beside the four levels ol therapy,
members can take part on
committees, task forces, or help in
publishing the SNAP newsletter.
"DRUG ADDICTS are people who
don't handle responsibility well,"
White said, adding that working on
committees and task forces helps
addicts to develop responsibility.
Response to the program from
members has been excellent. White
said
"I've been in various drug programs,
but I never received any help, only
more drugs (methadone)." said Bruce
Davis, a drug user for IS years.
"SNAP is a drug-free program, and
I've gained most of my help from interacting to other people and being

sensitive to their needs.'' he explained
Richard Wise, a co-founder of SNAP,
first met White when they both came
to Lucasville
"We came to the conclusion that this
institution was being run lor the keeper
instead of the kept." Wise said "We
put together a program that would
work for the kept "
Wise said the program has helped
him to learn about himself, about

others, and "how to be a human
being "
MICHAEL COLES has been a
member ol SNAP lor two years.
I joined SNAP to find out why I am
in an institution. Drugs were a major
part of my life and 1 know they contributed to my being here." Coles said
"By being here. I knew I needed help "
Community involvement is
important to members of SNAP, White
said.
In the past. White was allowed to go
into the community and speak to school
and church groups, nurses, drug
workshops and Rotary Clubs, he said.

Drug seminars have been held in the
visiting room of the prison, and SNAP
members have worked with juvenile
offenders in conjunction with the
Youth Services Bureau of Portsmouth
"We're not into scare tactics."
White said. '' We try to offer something
in terms of alternatives, something
that will work."
As a result of past \uajence, security
at the prison has been tightened, and
White is no longer allowed to leave.
Many of the community programs
have been curtailed.

support. SNAP'S development has not
been easy
There have been conflicts with the
prison administration SNAP members
sometimes are denied their passes to
go to meetings or are not allowed to
use facilities like the prison Xerox
machine. White said
White said he feels there is a basic
friction between the administration
and inmates because of the prison
atmosphere

"We need community contact now
more than ever.'' White said.

Because previous drug treatment
programs at the facility have failed,
the administration is hostile toward
SNAP because it is afraid of being
made to look inadequate. White said.

"We have to let people know we are
into something serious about our
lives." Wise said "We have to fight to
keep from being a repeater. We
scream for community support, community involvement."

MOST OF SNAPS members are
black, and White said he would like to
see more white members in the
program.

SNAP'S COMMUNITY involvement
has apparently paid off

"It was nut designed to be a black
program he said. "It was about who
was intodrugs."

The program has received the
favorable attention of legislators,
judges and community leaf1 rs.
The prevention branch of the
National Institute on Drug Abuse has
recommended SNAP to the
Department of Health. Education and
Welfare (HEWI for study as a national
model for drug treatment programs.
But despite the enthusiasm of its
members and a measure of community

Newsphofos by Michael Grone

White said he believes many white
inmates shy away from the program
because it is mostly black and that the
administration drives some
prospective members away.
But inspite of the problems facing
the program and its members. White
said he hopes SNAP will continue to
grow and be a viable and realistic drug
treatment program.
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local briefs

47 seniors make 'Who's Who'
Forty-seven seniors, the
most students ever selected
from the I'niversity, will be
included in the 1974-75
edition of
"Who's Who
among Students in American
Colleges and Universities.
Sixteen men and 31 women
were chosen by a committe
of faculty, staff and students
for their leadership to the
community and I'niversity
and future potential
The following names will
appear in the 4lst edition, to
be published in late spring:

will present a public concert at 8 p.m
Friday in the Grand Ballroom of the
University Union
British pianist Allan Schiller wili present
a public concert at 8 p.m Saturday in the
Recital Hall. School of Music
The University Men's and Women's
Chorus will present a public concert at 8
p.m. Monday in the Grand Ballroom.
University Union.
The three concerts are free and open to
the public

Maddox resigns
Due to an "overwhelming collection of
misunderstandings"
and
"unfortunate
injustices." Winston Maddox. a counselor
with the Student Development Program,
has resigned his position.
The resignation, which occurred
Tuesday, will become effective Saturday.
Nov. 30.
Maddox. who has been with the program
for about two years, said although he has no
definite plans at this time, he does have
other things to do with his life and feels it is
time to move on.
He said he had visions of leaving the
program at the end of his contract period,
which would have been up in September
1975

Speaker

JOHN J ARNOLD *A*S* Spinl
and 11 jiiumnN Hoard. Political Sotnct Student I'mon tPSSl'i. 1974
Homecoming ('nnmiiltm>
Army
ROTC I nivriMU HifkTwm
DAVID J BKI.DKN I Kd i A nited
t'hmtian Fellowship volunteer Phi
Kl.i Sigma honorary. Student
Housing Association. Student
Council l>»r Kxi't-finxul Children
RARBARA I BKNNKR [Ml,
founder ol Volunteer* in Progress.
Alpha lambda Omrgj Rig Sister
Program Ohm Parks and Recrea
tlon Association student section
MARY LM BENNETT iKd >.
t nivcrsilv Ked Cross Volunteers in
Progress Mortar Board
JANET Mil MM. IA&SI Mortar
Hoard
Modular Achievement
Program (MAPI counselor, resident
advi«er
VICKY BLACK I Ed I Delta Zela
soronlv Alpha Lambda Delta hononrv Matimee Youth Camp tutor,
resident adviser
JOYCE M. BRESLER (AM),
asMsta.nl director of Commuter
('enter Task Force lor Continuing
Ediii ffUOB (or Women. Advisory
Hoard to the Center for Continued
(.earning served on Sub body!
Council and (>eneral Fee Allocation
i onimittee

Evangelist Bill Glass, former Cleveland
Brown defensive end, will speak to
interested students Wednesday, Dec 4 in
the Main Auditorium. University Hall
Glass, who retired from football in 1969
after 22 years, has been named "the
evangelist in headgear and shoulder pads '
Sponsored by Active Christians Today
the presentation is free and open to the
public.

Car accidenf
A two-car accident Wednesday afternoon
at the exit of Big N Department Store, 1080
S. Main St., resulted in minor injuries to
two persons
A car driven by Robert Lance. 17. 438 S
Prospect St reportedly hit a car driven by
Jon CnrriB, 244 Varsity Sq Matthew. 2. and
Margaret C'urrie. both passengers in the
2nd vehicle, sustained bruises
Lance was cited for failure to yield right
of way A court appearance has not been
set.
Laura Gephardt, sophomore (Ed.). 19
was arrested Wednesday night for auto
trespassing. She will appear in Municipal
Court Monday
Early yesterday morning Charles M
Ganzert. 25. of Toledo was arrested for
driving under the influence of alcohol

Energy ideas
The first annual Energy Conservation
Cash Award program has been Inaugurated
at the University Cash prizes will be
awarded for the best ideas on conserving
energy on campus
Dr T Berry Cobb explained the program
as "a monetary incentive to have people
think about energy conservation .mil then
do something about it " He added
We
hope to come up with working solutions to
save the University money
In addition to researching the problem
and assembling facts participants should
arrive at a practical solution to the
problem
Entrants should submit a 1.000-uord
essay explaining their idea, how it works.
how it could be implemented and whal the
effects might be
Application forms, available at 100-A
Graduate Center, should be attached to the
essay Deadline for entering is 5pm. Dec
2.

Concerts
Three concerts will be held at the
University,
featuring the University
Symphony Orchestra a British pianist, and
the University Men's and Women's Chorus
The University Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Emil Raab. director of
orchestral activities at the School of Music.

(Same Value)

3.99

KLEVERS
JEWELRY STORE

14 off

$

TWEED HATS reg.»5 and «6
V* off
SELECTED BRAS
V* to Vi offr
•

FREE Pair of Earrings with purchase
of 3 pairs at 95t a pair

WORLDLY GOODS 9041 wooster
across from Kohl Hall

"

THE POWDER PUFF
525 Ridge St

Applications For

STUDENT AFFAIRS
ADVISORY BOARD
Due Monday, Nov. 25,1974

Come to
405 Student Services
to apply

■
><i>3e- Services
€ngrawmg and Gift wraopmg

GET INVOLVED.

353-6691
1

PLANTS
$

Leather Coats - 29.95

Lavaliers
Recog-pins
Crests
Guards
Charms
Officer Dangles
Emblems
Mugs
Pin Boxes
Rings
Party Favors

ETHEL C GREEN (Ed . AMI,
American Studies undergraduate
committee Phi Alpha Theta honorary resident adviser. Student
lievelopment IVtigram tSDP) tutor.

ROPE BEADS - fall colors
V*off
SELECTED BRACELETS
Vi off
OPAQUE PANTY HOSE
all colors

/SPECIAL BEGINS SAT, NOV. 23,1974

Stop in and see what
we carry in stock.

KATHIE J EISNER . Kd I. Panhellenic Council orientation leader
Mortar Hoard. I*hi Mu sorority
SHARON K FLOtU (Ed . US
Gamma ltit Beta sorority, mathematics clinic tutor Phi Kappa Phi.
Kappa IVIla Pi and Kappa Mu
Epsilon honoraries
MARY E. Mi UN.M <BAI.
Facultv Advisory Committee (or
Long Range Financial Planning
Academic Aflalrs Board

EARRING BONUS
Buy one pair and get
2nd pair for '/? price

<§*£ RUBBER C^ES
yji

Q

JOHN E DOERINt. iB A I. Academic Affairs Hoard Long Range
Financial Planning Committee,
former s.,\ coordinator for academic affairs, served on President's
Advisory Council, student representative to Faculty Senate
RUSSELL R FENTON (BA>.
orientation leader. Thela Chi fraternity. IrV Student Public Services
Committee
Alumni Esecutive
Board

Open Mon.Thurs.Fn. evf mngs

founder of t'pailon Sigma Alpha
honorary
SHARON HALL (Ed >. Alpha Xl
Delta sorority Golden Torch Panhellenic Council. Phi Cpsilon Omi
cron honorary. Student Academic
Advisory Board. Mortar Board
home economics department Budget
Committee
CURTIS M. HAZLKTT iH A I.
editor of The News. Society of Professional Journalists, served internship at Cleveland Plain Dealer
worked for National News Flection
Service and Associated Press in
election coverage
PRED L. HOFFMAN iBAl
Faculty Senate Phi Delta Theta (ra
temity Omicron Delta Kappa
Anlaean honoraries. served on
Budget sub-council formei Student
Body Organisation vice president
JANICE I HOMZAK ■ B A > Key
editor. Women in Communication^
Society of Professional Journalists
helped produce slide show for fresh
man orientation
ROSE M. HUME <K A ). manag
ing editor of The News Alpha
Lambda Delta honorary Women in
Communications Jesse Currier Real
Frailer Reams scholarships nvi
pienl student assistant in School ot
Journalism served summer intern
ship with Hamilton Journal Nfnhl
MARCIA HUNA tA&S> Alpha XI
Delta sorority Mortar Hoard lunior
delegate to last Republican National
Convention, orientation le.i.l, i
Hudgel Sub council
LARRY S. IMEI.V I Kd I Sigma
Alpha Epsilon (ratrrnitv
Hig
Brother association. Antaean l*hi
Alpha Theta and Omicron DCUI
Kappa honoraries. Citizens Task
Force on Higher Kdmation YM< \
counselor. Sidney Frohman scholar
ship recipient
K\ ISON u insi . i
i.oramU
tlon leader. Itelta Sigma 1'hela MTO
rlly. SDP peer counselor HSI
Mortar Board. Golden Torch rm
pient of several scholarships
BARBARA L KEARNEY i Kd I,
Air Force KOTC Angel Flight

Arnold Air Socitt) Red Cross.
Volunteers in Progress
ELLEN I
KINDLE IA&SI.
Elections Hoard
Publications
Hoard linM.n Torch Chi Omega
sororitv Women in Communica
lions student MtfeUM lo ihe vice
prcxidvrit lor public ttTVtCM former
MCKUM*) to th,. Student Baa))
OrgaalMUoi
DFBHA LOCKWOOD iBd
Mortar Board Pkl K.iprui Phi. Pi
Delia Phi hOBOTOflM (iamma Phi
Beta •orortt) orientation leader.
Spirit .(Th) FraiUUNI Hoard, rcci
pienioi Wttrhr) SctoUraMp
SISSN u»t us Ed i ill air Maw,
aympaWMc concert and pep bands
Bratl CkOll
French Horn
KnmnbU1 ^i-«d*iniiyuin(.t Colh
giate Chorale \ ClpOlla Cfcotl
Kapp.t IK-Itj Pi teoorar) kloftM
Board ^< nral ofwra production
CHRISTOPHER J MF.HLIMi
\\s NClpkfM i'l hr.i/HT Reams
Fi*iii»«shii' restdeW advtirf S*;A
stmh'nl senatoi Phi \lph.i ITiela
i potion su-in.i mu ami PI Sigma
Mplurtxr
DALB R MITtHELI iB.A I
College oi Buslmaa Kward rtclpaiM
resident OdVIMl
SDP peer
CPU BOO lot and lulot HSI budticl
.ulnnniMi.itoi Phi KaOfM Phi hone
ran Kar.ile Cluh Storh M.okcl
Club
MIMilETH MONROt
\.\^
Chi Omega BOroritS BoWefl Torch
Women in ommunii aiiooa * ampoo
Fw i i no iludral i oordtaalM
atrml Wane House iatomhl|i
.liirinc nmnw
VsiEHIE NEWELL
B \
women N nlffl loam Uplia i ambda
mu.i honorar> ' akonettei Mortal
Board iwlpaHM ol moral arfMlar
ships
DAVID E NIEBES . I :«i ' Tao
Kappa I'c-iitm ii.iiiimu \n Fort i
Ron rocerwd iMtmeroua mUHar)
hontus mi hiding ihr DllUafJUnaafd
MUHar) lahW Award iniiannu.il

aUueUn
DENISE C
recipient of

OTtlNOBR I Ed i,
Florrnce Currier

rwi
^
WEEKEND SPECIALS
1 Jazzman to appear

annnnnnreKKKKEggKKKE^
ft 3 foot
ex
Fraternity
Sorority
Jewelry

ADRIENNE L BROOKS |A&S>.
MAP tutor resident adviser Chan
ties Board. Black Student Union
iBSI Drlta Sigma Thela sorority
DANA L BURKE H A >. Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity. liHertralernity
Council MFC i Anuean honor an
Student Development Council.
Public Relations Student Society of
America i PRSSA). MarketingClub
journalism scholarship recipient
CLARA A CHOKENEA iBAl
Women in Communications. Chi
Omega. Mortar Board. PRSSA. Crusade oi Mercy, founder of Women in
Business
lit MM- A
DARTT <A*S>.
Reams Fellowship recipient, delegate to off-year Democratic
National Convention. Student
Government Association tSGAt student senator, rssl Mortar Board

CINEMA I

hit

It has sold over five

million i opiea and la now
considered a jazz classic

t;r.i>

JOSELI.E THOMAS 1AI1SI.
Mortar Hoard WFAL campus radio.
197.1 Miss Howling Green. Performing Dancers
RICHARD S WALLACE (B.A.I
Plu Kappa INi fraternity IFC StiA
COOrdlMlOl «>l myolvemeni.
Anlaean's honorary, former
Freddie Falcon "
MICHAEL R will ■ iX iB A I.
SGA student representative to Ihe
Board Ol Trustees IFC all Amen
tan latio.se plaver. Phi Delta Theta
(ratemilv tieneral FOO Allocation*
Committee Anlaean's honorary
PRSSA

Women in Communteattons. Inc.

congratulates
CLARA ( HOKENEA
ROSE HUMfc
BARB SILVER
ELLEN KINDLE
BETH MONROE

FRI.-SAT.
MIDNIGHT
MOVIES

ALL SEATS $1.00

ist and singer
Later he formed his own
hand which became known
as the band thai plays the
blues '
Herman first gained fame
when he released a bluea
numbei
'Woodchopper *•
Hall ' which wa> .in Instant

Jazz musician Wood)
Herman will appear Sundaj
in concert at 8 p.m in the
tirand Ballrotim I'mon
Herman. 60. enlered show
business when he was 8 as ,i
clarinet player and tap
dancer
After graduating
from Marquette Unlverslt)
he became a member of a
number of name bands as a
saxophone player, clarinet

Award. Panhellemr Council. Mortar
Board. Kappa Delta sororlly. resident adviser
BEVERLY J PARK >A4Si.
Chanties Board. Women in
Business. Stock Market Club,
French Club Gamma Phi Beta sorority
GREGORY L. PATTERSON
(AMI, student adviser to the
Humanities Cluster College, WFAL
campus radio. Fencing Team. Phi
Alpha Theta Pi Sigma Alpha honoraries student assistant in the histon department has sung with A
Cappella Choir and Men s Chorus
PATRICIA A
PETERMAN
(B A i Women in Business. Stock
Market Club student assistant in
mathematics and quantitative ana
IVM\ .ml i untntl departments Alpha
1-auibda IVIta Hela (iamma Sigma
ami Kappa Mu Epsilon honoraries
VIVIAN A PHILLIPS IBaU
Delta Sigma Theta sororitv SDP
peer counselor and lulor BS1
Hoard lor Hlack Cultural Activities
Mortar Hoard
GARY J RYRAK > Ed I student
direclor ol pre regislralion
program
Orientation Board.
nominee lor a Danlorth Fellowship
DFHOR\H V SHORT < Kd I,
IVIta Sigma Theta MffWRy Panhel
Iriin Couth il Mortar Hoard Gospel
* hoit BDP HSI studied in Ghana
dorm* 1972 73
RARHARA M SILVER iRA '.
BOOfl t-ditor of The News. Chi Omega
aorortt) Women in Communication', student assistant in School of
Journalism a < Toledo i Hlade correspondent
-Vthletic Commitlee.
SpOOCOf l .in.it \ \v\.ird reeipienl
served an internship with the Cincinnati Pool
MARC * SIIAERSTEIN iHA >.
student assistant in Ihe legal studies
department Sidney Frohman scholarship winner, law Society. Beta
Gamma Sigma honorary
DENNIS W SMITH i Ed i Phi
Ivlu Theta Iraternitv (hiiuron
IVIta Kappa Antaean honoraries.
IKC Kymnastics learn Sidney
Frohman SchotariSap winner Mardi

JAN HOMZAK

named to WHO'S WHO
A wonderful new birth control convenience

an exotic tapestry of emotions,
sensations and ideas...
one step beyond experience!

BECAUSE!*Small enough to keep discreetly private and dispose
ill easily. Contains six uses of medically tested and recommended
hirlh control foam. Always available for instant use. Visible foam
supply assures you of a proper amount of protection for each use.
□ BECAUSE Birth Control Foam gives you as much protection
as condoms, diaphragms, contraceptive creams and jellies. And
it's more pleasant and desirable to use. D Look for BF.CAUSF.
at drug counters everywhere. If you don't see it, ask for it.
G $189 at most stores.

The Ultimate in
Sensual Behavior '

BARNARDI

•n

^he Because "Con
.remarkable birth
ontairunPSLXiiS"!

U.A.O. presents

WOODY HERMAN
IN CONCERT
Sunday, Nov. 24
8:00 P.M.
Grand Ballroom
WO0OVHBNMN

TICKETS: $4 reserve
$3 gen. admission

BIRTH CONTROL TOAM

MO ONE UNDER 17 AOMTTED
he Emko Company

TONIGHT!!!
FRIDAY NOV. 22
QUART COKES WILL BE

35<
With The Purchase
Of Any Large Pizza

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

St Louis, Missouri

352-5221
i

tat* */TU BO N.W., fridoy. Nov.mb«f H, 1974

Speaker downs white' history,

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Dr Josef Ben-Jochannan.
an Ethiopian Jew, delved
into the concepts of true
African history, the bclligerance of white historians and
the many allegories and contradictions in the Bible
which suppress black progression
The event was sponsored
by the Black Student Union
liiSl'i as part of the
program. "Our Harvest Is
Plentiful " About two
hundred persons attended
Tuesday's lecture in
Commons
Ben-Jochannan labeled
himself as a controversial
speaker, a racist, and a
male chauvinist pig -not a
marxist. He said his issues
also are controversial, and
that he did not regret his
stances
He said he was brought up
in the Hebrew religion, but

does not practice it any
longer since it is a "waste."
"The history I relinquish
is a predominate history
which preceded the Adam
and Eve concept--a history
that makes the Jewish.
Christian and Muslim bibles
obsolete." he said.
According to Ben-Jochannan. there is no such thing
as the Ten Commandments
He called it pure ignorance
"Moses must have gotten
the Ten Commandments
from a black god because
Moses was supposed to have
gotten the commandments
from Ml Sinai, which is in
Africa." he explained
"We are led in ignorance
by the fundamental allegories and contradictions of
religions This stems from
the fear. that, if you don't
believe, you will be killed or
something bad will happen
to you," Ben Jochannan
said

HOT IN CAR HEATERS AVAILABLE (OPT.)

NOW THRU SUN.

PORTAGE
DBIVC IN IHI*IRt

OPEN 7:00-SHOW 7:30

"Man wrote down what
man wanted God to say." he
said "Man in his inability to
understand only birth and
death conceived the concept
of hereafter Therefore, we
cannot
think
independently."
Ben-Jochannon emphasized that the external
aspect of religion has been
the Africans' downfall, but
the indigenous African religion has never been the
downfall of its own people
Contradictions and allegories of historians which
Ben-Jochannan cited as significant were:
Moses, of the 8th dynasty,
could not have been with
Egyptians, who completed
their last pyramids in the
sixth dynasty;
HIPPOCRATES and Aristotle formulated philosophies and wrote works
which had already been
established by black civilizations thousands of years
before their existence;
The African civilization
was vast and branched out
upon the earth iwli; many
Europeans carry the sickle
cell traitl.

18 (JAMIII1 III!

"We prefer to deal with
misgivings instead of
factual or logical reason
just because it is supposedly
the word of God doesn't
make it right." he said.
"We must question the
validity of sociologists' and
historians' concepts." He
added,
"unless history
relates the past to the
present it is irrelevant.''
Ben-Jochannan
urged
black persons to utilize their
lime wisely and constructively to help raise the level
of consciousness of them
selves and others, to receive
the full emanations of education and to think about
perspectives properly.
"Respect your black
sister." he said. "If the
integrity is not respected by
the African I black I. then
who else is to do this? Know

thvself '

I'liiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiimiiiuiiiiiiiii

HUGHliRIHIllUHARRYANDRIWS
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TERRIFYING CO-HIT

NOT ONLY
THE QUICKEST
DELIVERY IN
T0WN...BUT
The BEST
PIZZA YOU'VE
EVER ATE!!!

SHE SUCKS THE LIFE FROM
THE lODIfS Of MSN.

36 Shame!
38 European
capital
37
cat
38 Lollobrigida
39 Greek letter
40 Fictional ship
41 Went astray
4 NS *f
w N
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DOWN
Dandy: Brit,
slang
Orsk's river
Game of chance
a rage
"Where
a will..."
Name akin to
Adelaide
A Ferrer
Times
fall:
Phrase
Walk
Vicinity
Water vapor
Sit
Force (in)
Go by car
Arranged in
layers
Saddles
Desolate area
Moslems
Humerus

nieu,
gm.it ton,
immi/,irs

mie-BUT
ONLY AS FAll AS

irAFfeosme
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MAYBE YOU WILL BE BOWLING GREEN'S FIRST BOWLER OF
THE YEAR. EACH QUARTER UAO WILL SELECT THE TOP TWO
BOWLERS IN BOTH MEN'S & WOMEN'S DIVISION. AT THE END
OF THE YEAR SIX IN EACH WILL COMPETE HEAD ON FOR THE
TITLE.
FALL QUARTER QUALIFIER IS MON. NOV. 25 AT 7:00. COST IS
$1.75 3/GAMES. SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE.

NCU&ONOF
'.ONWAMArm PARTIES NKES

l CtDlKBl \

SAeyfOtme
OSPOSinONI

*

""

"55 years in the same location"

CHRISTMAS TREES
• boughs

• roping

• fireproofing

Winter Garden Terrariums
All Kinds of Artificial Arrangements
Candles • Green Plants • Cut Flowers

& CHRISTMAS
If; OPEN HOUSE

8-8 WEEKDAYS

free
mistletoe
Plenty of Free Parking - Free Local Delivery
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Call Margy or Vom 353 3535
Nonsmoking female, grad
roommate, furnished apt., own
room 970 00 plus utilities. 3520854.

Friday. November 22.1974
The Bowling Green Jewish Student group will celebrate Shabbot.
tonight at 6 30 in I'roul Chapel An Ones Shabbot will lollow
Open photography lab Rm 232 ot the Technology Bldg From 7
pm to 10 pm Open to the BCSC Academic Community
Chemicals are supplied Bring your own print paper A fee of f 50
per session will be charged to your bursar s bill

1

60

"

'—'

:

U 1 female to share house starting
December 1st
Own room
171 25 p,mo includes utilities
Close to campus 353-3023
2 f rmmt wtr spr Call come
see it. 352-4141.
Female roommate, winter and
spring, 354-1285
Female roommate
apartment 354-8533.

to share

Roommate to share house
winter fc spring 352-5586.
11 rmmt wtr thru Spr to live
in Haven House $75 mo 3529244

ON SALE . 4802 coca cola 63c
Fn. plus Sal only Sam IIParty Store
December 4 is final day lor
Lucas and Wood sludents to
apply for
Harold
Andy
Anderson
scholarships
Applications can be picked up at
the Alumni House or Financial
Aids office
Terry ■ Its been great sharing
your 21st year Happy Birthday
Honey' l.ove Amy
JG's wanta parly with Kappa
Sigs. loo • get psyched the tea is
this afternoon"
Pikes - Thursday s warm up tea
sure launched the evening to a
great start Had a terrific time ■
the DCs
FOR SALE
Opal ring Site 5 Julie 372-5794

The Bowling Green State University Sailing Club will meet tonight
in Rm 203 of Hayes Hall Kxperienced sailors invited Meeting
lime 7 00

PERSONALS
Sam B's Party Store knows how
to take care of your head

The Mythopoeic Society will meet in Rm 447 of the Malh-Sci Bldg
tonight at 7 00 There will be a discussion of Roger Zelazny's "Lord
of Light" lor this month

Nov
26 - Happy Birthday
Sharon' Love. Your O Phi A
Littles. Karen and Norma

Fender Rhodes 73 Key Piano
Excellent condition
Barelv
used only 7 mo old 8450 Call
Mike 547 0193 Clyde. O

A Swiss team of lour bridge match will be held Sunday, Nov 24th
In the Browsing Room of the I'nion Play will begin promptly at
1:30 for those who have registered with the director. Mrs W E
Steidlmann Call 353 7574 lor information
Orthodox services. 6 00 p.m . St John's Episcopal church. 1505 E
WoosterSt
Monday. November25.19)74

RIDES
Anyone need ride to NY call
Dave at 2-3054.
Ride avail to New Haven,
Conn or points enroule via 1-80.
Share exp Leave early Wed .
Nov 27 Call Paul 352-0573 or
372-0131 alter6pm.
Ride needed Nov. 28 to osl
time flexible Call Dena 3531204
Rider needed to Syracuse. New
YorkMon 25th 6pm Call 2-3158

week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 216-6311557
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS
WINTER Guaranteed safety
for your bike with inside
storage, only $10 BBItR 310 N
Main 352-4849.384-8845.

Congratulations Sigmas were
next L&L the Taut
H L -it will be 3 mo Tues
Thanx for everything - Ton.
Little Linda G . Hey chick, did
you have fun hopping around
looking for your paddle'1 I'm
psyched about being your BIG1
Welcome to the best lamily
L4.L Carolyn.
Littles Sue H Beth H and Beth
M.. welcome to the family
We're roaringly proud to have
you a part of H! L&L Kathi.
Linda. Kathy.MJchelc
Little Sue V I'm super psyched
about being your BIG' Welcome
to the family LAL Judy
We have pipes, papers, incense,
clips, etc CHEAP at Sam B's
Party Store

Emmanual sez. Are the DG's
ready for super tea'' The Kappa
Sigs will be ready at 3'

Free help avail in French Call
Paul at 372-1743

Sound Associates for QUALITY
HI-FI at Ridiculously Low
Price*
.

TYPING DONE. 352-7385

GAMMA-GUCCI!!!

LOST AND FOl'ND

Typing done. 354-6893

LOST. One women's navy blue
all-weather coat inside M-Sc
Bldg Call 372-3974

AFGHANISTAN
ORIENTAL
CARPETS
Call WORLDLY
GOODS lor APPOINTMENT
35H59I

Chi O's are ready to party and
dance, and maybe some time
for a little romance - Chee
Omunga '74.

Looking for
ambitious,
personable individual to operate
campus photographic business
Offers opportunity to use and
develop full range of
management and marketing
skills.
Excellent profit
potential We have the system,
experience, and the desire to
help. For more info, call
collect, person to person lor
Dan Hays (4051 947-8747. or
write Candid Color Systems.
Box 256i». Oklahoma City.
Oklahoma 73125

Hours: 8-5 °™

IS

CAMPUS CALENDAR

HELP WANTED

£sff\'- Nov. 30th & Dec. 1st

| 15

1?

'0

We are not responsible for mistakes unless notified on first day of insertion

1

Napoleon Road

14

|

i

1

~«m>~ CL3SSIFIED

The ltocrates will meet in Rm 211 of South Hall at 7 00 tonight
Executive committee meeting of lsocraies

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM

4

mm Of LUNCH TALKING
ABOUT 50METHIN6 OTHER
/ THAN LAW I

The Computational Services will meet in Rm 330 of the Math Sri
Bldg at 4 00. La Plume Seminar

Sou,hM

•

Bakery
Classic villain
Bitterness
Arabian gulf
Italian painter
Brit, queen
To the: It.
Swiss money:
Abbr.

HPf, peopie' fve 6or
A Omit (XAZY, FAR-OW,
ZANY IQBAI LETS SPEND

Sunday. November 24.1974
TJ^^T^T^TJ^^TjTJTJJjI^^

?

48
49
50
51
53
54
55
57

by Garry Trudeau

Open photography lab Rm 232 of the Tech Bldg . Irom 9 am to 3
p.m. Open to the BCSC Academic Community Chemicals are
supplied Bring your own print paper A fee ol 1.50 will be charged
to your bursar's bill for each session

"BLOODMANIA"

1

Burning
Flax
Principal roles
Related
Start snappily
1914-18 conflict
Miss Barton
Man's nickname
Short poem
Attic
Rent

DOONESBURY

The manufacturing lab , tools and machines, in the Tech Bldg will
be available from Sam to 4 p.m. to any interested students and
faculty I limited to 24 at a time i Bring your own materials and
safely glasses

PLUS FRIDAY-SATURDAY
BONUS LATE SHOW

■f 91

34 Con

Saturday. November 23. 1974

NIGHTOFTHE
ff?B» WOMAN

"Hi
W;E

22
24
25
28
33

-OFCMLPKO-

ION FINCH -JINNYRUNACRI SIFR1INGHAYOCN PATRICKMAGEE
«r^*«i-.dfc-ir«»,IIWMlHIM

There are not lost books of
the Bible, although they are
suppressed;
Greek philosophy co-opted
the black philosophy which
had been already established, and Mary and Jesus
were not white as depicted
by Michaelangelo.

42 Pasta ingredient
44 Certain
vegetables
45 Metric mean.
46 Trowel: Sp.
48 Place of exile
52 Where Asmara
is
56 Ave atque vale:
Phrase
58 Eye
59 Succinct
60 Indigo
61 Auden. for one
62 Beginning
63
Shah
Pahlavi

ACROSS
Porous rock
Circus worker
Porridge
Spoken
Sacred: Prefix
Music group
Type of speech
Roses
Arranged in
sequence
Perfect
Nautical pin
Playground gear
Especially
Dispatch

1
5
10
14
16
16
17
20
21

stresses respect among blacks
by Monlrl Jennings

30
31
32
34
37
38
40
41
43
44
47

topi

SERVICES OFFERED
TYPING DONE 352 9324
Abortion Information Service.
Clinic very close to arc*. 1 24

WANTED

Beware' The crazy APE's are
ready to get down at the
KICK1N BOOTY

I male rmmt. - own room.
Contact 372-2785 before 5. 3526486 after 5

AEPi's sav thanx Little Sis s lor
the BEER"and BRUISES

One "male roommate, winter
and spring University Village
Call 353-8158

Little Donna. I'm super psyched
and happy too. to have a little as
cool as you' Welcome to the
lamily. UL Your big. Chen

1 f. rmmt wtr I spr. Cherry
Hill 353-5*48
Student to teach piano Pay and
hrs flexible 352-8213.
1 f. roommate needed winter
qtr. only. 352-4779.
I m rmmt. wtr/spr qlrs.
Luther Apt*, on Manvill*.
886 mo Call 352-4513
F. rmmt.. but house HO. mo

Congratulations and lots of
happiness to Margaret and
Mark, and Torn and Alan on
their recent lavellerings The
Gamma Phi*.
There will be an Eastern
Orthodox worship service this
and every Sunday i except Dec.
II at St. John's Episcopal
Church. 1505 E WooMer St at
8:00 pm All are welcome

71 li.it.mi 31.000 mi Great gas
mileage Must sell 372-4792
10 x 35 mobile u-8 x 12 tipout
11800 823-7865
AKAI CX-370D Stereo
deck Call 372-5758

tape

Stereo Concord CR-250 amp
miracord. truth Optimus 1 3
wy spkrs Albs & Dscwhr. Inc
8525 Call 352-0834
Maslerwork automatic stereo
am fm radio Best offer Call
686-4521
73 6 cyl Capri Sports Coupe
like new. very low mileage
radio auto sunroof Call afler 4
p.m 354-4644
2 Mont Ward top quality snow
tires size E-78-14 Good cond
Call Paul 352-0573 or 372-0131
alter 6 p.m
'62 Falcon 354-1452
FOR BENT
2 bdrm unfurn Umv Village
3SJMH64
Single rooms lor male students
near campus 352-7365 or 3529302
Rentals, houses A apartments.
352-9378
Cherry Hill Village has apts
Rates start 8200 mo . furn or
unfurn qtrs & half interest
leases avail Ph 352-8248 Otfice
hours 9-5 Mon thru Fri. Sat 1-5
After hours & Sun by appt 853
Napoleon Rd Suite 5.
Furn apt 1 bdrm for sublease
available Dec. 352-6759
Evenings
Sublet
2 bedroom large
furnished apartment 2 males
available
December or
immediate All utilities except
electricity 865 mo. 592 4936
Furn apt 2 bdrm disposal,
indoor heated pool, sauna 4
whirlpool.
Ph.
3S2-9378
$300 mo
Desperate - quitting school tr
will sublease 1 bedroom apt for
$185/mo. from regular lease of
$185. mo Ph 352-5898

Friday. Nov.mb.. 23, 1974, TrM SO Nawt/Fog. 7

Cash, Richardson lead Orange
to 82-62 triumph over White
By Dick Rm
AutoUuM Sporti E4iur
"It
was
just
a
scrimmage."
That is bow Bowling
Green bead coach Pat Haley
described last night's Hall of
Fame basketball game, a
lackluster contest which
saw the Orange unit topple
toe White team. 82-62
The annual intrasquad exhibition game drew a crowd
of 1.202 at Anderson Arena.
Haley declined to single
out any individuals tor their
play in the contest, but did
comment on good and bad
points that he observed from
the stands
"OUR DEFENSE was
good, overall," he said "We

got some good offensive rebounding, too."
Haley said the Falcons did
not want to show too much
since they were being
scouted. Hence, the two
teams were limited
offensively as they ran only
one basic pattern
"Still, we didn't run the
pattern well." Haley said.
"Our movement without the
ball was poor."
Both squads failed to
enjoy real good shooting
nights, especially from the
outside.
"Our overall shooting was
not good outside the
perimeter. Haley said
"Maybe our shot selection
wasn't the greatest. I know
we've shot better in

practice. It was just one of
those nights
"IT'S JUST a lot of little
things that you expect
early." he said. "It's just a
matter of getting It
together."
The game was close
throughout until the late
stages of the second half,
when the Orange squad,
behind the play of Andre
Richardson, reeled off 16
points to the White's six to
take a 70-54 lead
The 6-8 junior scored six
points during the spree and
also made two key steals
that led to baskets by teammate Cornelius Cash.
Cash and Richardson
paced assistant coach Don
Purvis' Orange team with 20
points apiece. Freshmen

guards Larry Wingate and
Jim Feckley aided in the
Orange attack, scoring 18
and 10 points respectively.
CASH WAS also impressive defensively and off the
boards, where he grabbed a
game-high IS rebounds
The Orange squad held a
S4-J0 halftime lead after
coming back from a sixpoint deficit in the opening
minutes of play.
Mark Cartwright's 16
markers and 12 rebounds led
JV coach Mike Ehrenfried's
White squad
Norvain
Morgan tallied 14 points.
Skip Howard had 12. and
Steve Cooper added 10 for
the losers
Morgan had 10 points in
the lirst half as his shooting

helped the White team build
the early lead before succumbing to the Orange In
the latter part of the opening
period
THE ORANGE team
dominated the statistics as
they outrebounded the White
squad. 51-34 They had a
much better field goal percentage--S3 per cent
compared to the White's 39
per cent.
Dan Hipsher. John Arnold
and Ron Hammye all scored
four points and Dave Sutton
added two markers for the
victorious Orange squad
Doug Sanker totaled six
points and Jay Underman
and Greg Wilson had two
points apiece to round out
the White scoring

Hoopsters open with Eastern
By Dick Rees
Assistant Sports Editor

When the Falcon hoopsters begin their season next
weekend, they will be a
marked team
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) cage coaches picked
Bowling Green to win the
loop crown this winter at the
annual conference press preview last Wednesday
SO. WHEN the Falcons
take the court a week from
tomorrow against Kastern
Michigan University, they
will be tabbed as favorites.
Game time is Saturday.
Nov. 30. at 8 p.m. in
Ypsilanti. Mich.
Head coach Pat Haley,
entering his fourth season at
BG. was not overjoyed by
the coaches' consensus, but
he said he would "rather be
picked first than picked
last
Bowling Green received
five first place votes from
the coaches
Toledo
received two first-place
votes and finished second in
the coaches predictions
Central Michigan was third
It was a different story
among the media, as MAC
press personnel selected
Bobby Nichols
Toledo
squad to finish at the top
BG finished second in the
media selections, and Central Michigan again was
third
ALTHOUGH the Falcons

IM notes
The Temptations defeated
the Darrow Gammers. 20-6.
to win the first coed football
championship last week
Twenty teams participated
in the tournament.

•••

Entries are now available
for three-man basketball
and coed volleyball. Entries
may be obtained from
fraternity and residence hall
athletic chairmen and at the
IM office
All entry sheets are due
Tuesdav. and play will begin
Dec 2.

25th
Anniversary
Greetings to
The Greatest
Fraternity
The Delta Upsilon

IF A
RIDE TO
CHURCH
IS NEEDED,
CALL
CHRiSTLINE

352-0379

will be the favorites against
Eastern. Haley said the
lluruns will not be pushovers In fact, he said
Eastern will have many advantages
"First of all. it's their
first league game ever."
Haley said Eastern is eligible for MAC competition
this year as the league now
includes eight teams that
will compete for the title
"It's also their first game
n[ the season, and it will be
played on their floor," the
BG coach added

The Hurons top performer appears to be Bob
Riddle, a 6-9 sophomore
pivotman. Other top players
for Eastern are forwards
Talmadge Bell and Calvin
Williams
Besides being a marked
team, the Falcons will be a
different team If Jeff Montgomery is unable to play
against the Hurons. there
will be three new starters in
the BG lineup
IN THE backcourt. it will
be Toledo transfer Steve

1

» Lauri Leach

Cooper and freshman Larry
Wingate The play ol the two
newcomers will be very
important to the Falcons
The other newcomer in
the starting lineup is Andre
Richardson, who has been
working with the first team
all through drills. He
replaces 7-foot Mark Cartwright at center
Haley is hoping that Cart
wright can be more effective by coming off the benih
and scoring some needed
points-much like Brian
Scanlandid last season

Richardson offers more
rebounding strength and
defensive ability in the
Falcon lineup
OF COURSE, senior cocaptains Skip Howard and
Cornelius Cash will be on the
court at tip-off The twoyear starters and former
high school teammates at
Dayton Dunhar will be
counted on to lead the
Falcons this winter
"It's (the Eastern gamel
not going to be anything easy
lor us." Haley concluded
•■■■■■■■MMMal

Natatorium inadequate
By Laurl Leach
Staff Writer
This weekend, the Bowling Green women's swimming
team is hosting the Mid-American Invitational at the
Napoleon Aquatic Center in Napoleon.
Napoleon"1 Why not the University Natatorium?
It's a funny thing, but most of the swimmers from the
Mid-American schools refuse to swim in the "bathtub of the
midwest " And the divers refuse to risk scraped knuckles
and concussions
THE SWIMMING facilities at BG are sad to say the least
The situation becomes nothing short of embarrassing when
a team can't even host an invitational on campus.
"We just don't have the facilities to handle the meet,"
said BG coach Jean Campbell.
Campbell said that the rule books specifically state that a
pool must have at least 10 feet of water to meet 1-meter
diving standards The Natatorium pool measures nine feet
at its deepest point.
"THE GIRLS have to save their dive at the point ol entry

on the one-meter dive," said Campbell "We can't practice
three-meter diving at all "
The schedule load on the pool meets, classes and free
swimming-creates another dangerous situation
"There's no way the filter can handle that load."
Campbell said. "Most of the time our swimmers can't even
see the end ol the pool ''
The five-lane pool cannot accomodate meets, and the
dressing room facilities are atrocious.
THE SWIMMING facilities are also inadequate for
practice Because of (he heavy schedule load, the women
are only able to practice six hours a week They are also
forced to practice swimming and diving simultaneously,
creating a dangerous situation There has already been one
collision, but fortunately, a black eye was the only injury
Bowling Green has a fine women's swim team and it
should be recognized that they are representing the University Some action must be taken to improve the conditions of
the Natatorium or create better facilities.
Will it take a serious accident to show administrators that
something must be done''

Newcomers

Grog Wilson (31) and St.v. Coopor (30), two of th*
nowcomors in the Falcon backcourt, •xporwncod shooting
difficulties last night. Wilton was 0-7 from tho fiold and
Coopor was 5-16. (Nowtphoto by Bob Harmoyor)

Bowling units set to compete
Bowling Green's male
bowling team, currently in
first place in the strong Ohio
Intercollegiate Bowling Conference, is favored to win its
own tournament this weekend
The men's squad is being
split into two teams for the
first annual Bowling Green
Holiday Invitational bowling
tournament, set for
tomorrow and Sunday in the
Union Buckeye Room
TEAM competition in the
event, which is sponsored by
Union Activities Organization (UAO). starts at noon
Saturday and 10 a.m.
Sunday. The tourney is open
to both men and women's
teams.
Members of the Bowling
Green men's team are Mark
Anderson. Fred Roth, Rick
Parschen. Bill Hyan. Kevin
Collins. Mike Harvey. Ron
Watts, Jamie Frush. Doug
Repp and Dick Selgo.

Wrestling
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Bowling Green's
wrestling team will
host its only preseason
scrimmage at 10 a.m.
tomorrow
against
Lorain Community College The meet, which
will be held on the
wrestling deck of
Anderson Arena, is free
and open to the public.

UAO HAPPY HOURS

Members of the Bowling
Green women's team were
selected by tryouts last
week at the Union Women
bowlers, and their tryout
averages, are Jean Atkin.
175.7; Libby Jennings. 171.7;
Lou Ann Powell. 159.3; Gail
Harris. 159; Joan Atkin,
n

150.7; and Shirley Knost.
146.7.
THE WOMEN'S squad is
expected to be strong this
season, and will be competing in the ACU-I Region
Seven Games Tournament
at Central Michigan in
February

BARGAIN ADMISSION FOR
ALL PERFORMANCES
ADULTS $1.00- CHILD 50t
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NOW PLAYING
"FOR PETE SAM" 7i30
"WAY WE WERE" ftOO

•2 GREAT STREISAND HITS FOR FUN AND COMEDY...
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SMtaatt it tor tutr

I tii I»ia Streisand
*&* ***** sakeFOR LOVE AND ROMANCE

From-2:00 to 5:00 P.M. in the Union Friday

This Week Featuring: Universal Sound

Pitcher Beer Served

Company

"" iff

TOGETHER! ..WE

**.*****«*«.»**»*

COUMI newts

*

U.A.0. presents:

Everything You Always Wanted To
Know About Sex
BUT WERE AFRAID
TO ASK

Fri. Nov. 22: 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. Main Auditorium
Sat. Nov. 23: 8 p.m.
4.00 w/I.D.

:

**•••••••••••••••••••••••

WHAT'S UP, DOC?
Fri. Nov. 22: 8 p.m.
Sat Nov. 23: 6 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Main Auditorium
•1.00 w/I.D.

The
Sisters of Chi Omega
Are Proud to Announce
Chee Omunga 1974
Tomorrow Nite—We're Ready!

3527688

HOLIDAY

3528408

1 mile north of Bowling Green on Rt. 25

SERVICE TO BELIEVE IN
Your parts & service headquarters

BGSU STUDENTS
10% Discount on Parts
Factory Trained Technicians

5% Discount on Labor
Genuine GM Parts

Discounts do not apply to special sales
Free pick-up and delivery in Bowling Green

We don't want you back because the job was done
wrong — We want you back because the job was done
right

BG tailback chases Griffin's record
By Daa G«rt leld
Aultnot Sporti Editor
Move over Archie Griffin. Here comes D»ve Preston.
Last year. It was Ohio State's fabulous running back
(Griffin) who dazzled the nation's football fanatics with
record-producing jaunts, but this season, it is Bowling
Green's Preston who is closing in on the top sophomore
rushing mark in NCAA history
THE BLOND bomber's rushing performances this year
have been spectacular with every leap through the offensive
line and hard-driving sweep around both ends And
tomorrow nighl. he will get one final chance to overtake
Griffin's NCAA mark when the Falcons meet powerful San
Diego State
What makes the Preston machine move with the
effectiveness of a giant earthmover. is the ability of the
offensive front line-the men In the trenches Preston is the
first to admit this.
With senior Nick Obrovac and junior Gene Jones at the
tackle spots, guards Dave Kulik and Mark Conklm and
outstanding center Steve Sluder snapping the ball. Preston
has the blockbusters lo make holes that anyone's mother
could waltz through But Preston isn't the only person
enjoying the records Kulik summed il up for his offensive
cohorts
"We want him lo gel his yards." said Kulik "Thais what
we want Our goal is 130. 140 yards or whatever it lakes to
gel him over the record

The BG New

"FOR MOST of us (seniorsI. this is our last game. We
have to save It for the rest of our lives. We want to look back
and say 'we were a part of his record." Kulik added.
The senior quick guard explained that going into this
football campaign, many people thought the team was
Inexperienced Kulik said he believes that helping Preston
get the rushing record is a reflection on the offensive line.
Coach Don Nehlen praised the offensive line's
performance this year
"We were hoping we would be decent this year." Nehlen
said about toe up-front line. "Our offensive line has come
along as we thought. We have been fortunate, but we had
only one game in which we made a lot of mistakes-Miami."
The Falcon's winning success does not end with Preston.
The defense lends a valuable hand in coming up with
victories. Last Saturday's 38-20 win over Southern
Mississippi was a good example.
JOE RUSSELL belled I'SM quarterback Jeff Bower.
Dave Brown recovered the fumble and safety Dave Turner
also fell on a loose Eagle fumble for just two standout plays
in one of BG's all around winning efforts.
Brown, who achieved a 97 per cent grading from last
week's game, was BG's Mid-American Conference player of
the week nominee for the fifth time this season.
But despite the defensive and offensive credit. Preston
could possibly erase a few marks in the NCAA statistic
books tomorrow if he runs wild and scores a plethora of
touchdowns. Trying to keep track of the sophomore's

achievements has been as difficult as bagging an elephant
with a fly swatter.
The 5-11. 192-pound tailback, with 128 yards rushing
tomorrow against the Aztecs, would pass up Archie Griffin's
mark of 1.428 set a year ago With 144 yards. Preston would
become the top rusher in the history of MAC running backs.
Former BG great Fred Dung s mark of 1.444 yards set in
1951 is the longest standing record in the MAC books.
Scoring-wise, Preston needs only two touchdowns rushing
and three total scores to break the most touchdowns rushing
record, most TD's scored mark and most points produced in
one single year. He has scored 17 TD's to date.
THERE ARE more honors at stake, including most
rushing attempts (3261 held by Bob Hitchins of Miami
Preston has 283 But judging from the way the BG back has
been running, no record is safe at this time-not even
passing marks. Last week. Preston threw a TD pass, his
first-ever collegiate pass
The Aztecs. 7-2 on the year, have faced two ol the nation's
top runners from Pacific University and New Mexico State
But two big tasks lie ahead for SDS They must stop Preston

and the nation's top runner. Louis Giammona. of Utah State,
the Aztecs' upcoming opponent
Giammona tops the nation's runners with a 138.5 average,
while Preston totes the ball for an 130.1 average per game.
Nehlen. who has his own worries, said he thinks the Aztec
passing game will be tough for the Falcons to stop.
"TO DESTROY their passing game, we are going to have
to put pressure on the quarterback." Nehlen said "We
rushed the passer well against Southern Mississippi We will
delinitely have to get at their quarterback this week. They
are a drop-back passing team. "
The Falcons. 8-4 on the year, will attempt to equal their
winning ledger of last year 17-3). but it will take a major
effort lo stop the Pacific Coast Athletic Association
winners.
"This team has a habit of winning," Nehlen said "They
have so much skill and size, and they are a very impressive
football team "
The BG coach added that San Diego was upset at North
Texas State They lost only one other game, to Arizona, who
at one time was ranked tenth in the AP poll
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Busy holiday ahead

leers encounter Buffalo
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor
The Thanksgiving holiday
season will be a busy time
for the Bowling Green
hockey crew.
The festivities will begin
tonight at 7 30 when the
Falcons open a two-game
series at the Ice Arena with
the State University of New
York (SUNYl at Buffalo
The Bulls will play BG again
tomorrow night in another
7:30p.m. starter
WHILE MOST students
are at home recovering
from the Thanksgiving
feast, the icers will be
participating in the North
Country Tournament in
Canton. N Y The Falcons
will play St Lawrence next
Thursday in the tourney's
opening round while tough
Boston University will face
Clarkson University
Winners and losers in the
first round will meet each
other in the second and final
round
Although the tournament
Is an important one. head
Falcon coach Kon Mason's
immediate concern is the
Buflalo series BG bounced

the Bulls twice last season
in Buffalo. 8-3 and 8-4. but
Mason is not taking the
Buffalo crew lightly this
year
"It's hard to tell about a
team like Buflalo." said
Mason "We played two
tough games at their place
last season, and we had to
come up with some big plays
to sweep the series.
"They just lost by one goal
at Clarkson (6-51. and that is
a hard place to play A score
like that makes it even
tougher to know what to
expect. "Masonadded.
THE LOSS to Clarkson is
the only blemish on the
Buffalo 3-1 record.
The Falcons now stand 3-2
after winning their third
consecutive game last Wednesday night at Ohio State.
5-2
However. BG lost
another defenseman in the
victory over the Buckeyes
Kevin MacDonald came
out of the contest with a
knee sprain and he will sit on
the bench along with three
. other Falcon defensemen
this weekend. John Mavity
is suffering from mononucleosis. Al Leltch has
tendonitis and veteran

defenseman
Brian
Celentano is still recovering
from an appendectomy.
MacDonald is experiencing some pain, but Mason
said there is still a chance
that he could play in the
holiday tournament.
All is not gloomy on the
defensive front. Wayne
Sander turned in what
Mason called "a good performance" «t Ohio State last
Wednesday Consequently,
Sander will see a lot of
playing time this weekend
and in the future.
The offensive lines will
remain Intact tonight and
tomorrow Mason had Perry
Vlajkov centering for Tom
Esper and Bruce Woodhouse
against Ohio State.
The coach said he liked
the execution ol that particular line, and he intends to
keep the combination
together
MIKE L1UT will be in goal
tonight (or the Falcons. He
will be trying to stop the
Buffalo offensive blitz led by
co-captains Mike Klym
(eight points) and Doug
Bowman mine points) Rick
Wolstenholme mine points)
and Mike Dixon (eight

points) are also blue-chip
scorers for the Bulls.
Buffalo's defense Is
anchored by goalies John
Moore and Don Maracle.
Looking toward the
future, Mason said he "will
alternate his goalies."
Under this system. Al
Sarachman will start in goal
tomorrow night and Liut
will open the holiday tournament in the nets for BG

Stubbs relying on freshmen
By Pete Englekart
Staff Writer
The word "more" can be
associated with the outlook
for the Falcon swimming
team this season
"We have more depth and
more quality in more events
than last year." head coach
Tom Stubbs said "Well
definitely have a more
complete squad."
The question of "how
much more" can be judged
tomorrow when the
swimmers hold their annual
Orange-Brown intrasquad
meet at 130 p.m. at the
Natatorium. The meet is
free and open to the public
STUBBS HAS divided his
24-man squad into what he
feels are two equal teams,
but the veteran coach was
the first to admit anything
could happen
"Last year, I thought one
team would win hands down,
but it just didn't happen that
way." Stubbs said. "It has
all the conditions of a
regular season meet, but it's
really just some glorified
time trials."
The meet will climax a
six-week pre-season training
program for the swimmers
who will be attempting to
improve upon last year's 5-7
dual meet mark and sixth
place finish in the MidAmerican Conference
(MAC).
Despite the loss of six key
lettermen. Stubbs is optimistic about his 12th season
at the BG helm The veteran
mentor bases his outlook on
IS returning lettermen.
Including seven swimmers
from a fine freshman group

last season
NOT ONLY will Stubbs be
counting on last year's
rookies, but he said this
year's freshmen will also be
vital for a successful
campaign
Despite the
success ol last season's
freshmen, he said he
believes the 12 newcomers
this year are even more
impressive
"Last year's Ireshmen
were more or less unproven
in a lot of ways." Stubbs
said "This year's group has
already put in much better
times, and we are pretty
confident they can gel the
job done."
Leading the list of freshmen are Ireestylers Reed
Phillips and Gordy Cook,
breaststrokers Pike Walker
and Randy Richards,
medley specialists Chris
Price and Kurt Lee and
diver Kurt Seibenick.
Despite the new talent.
Stubbs said he must have
consistent performances
from the veterans.
Senior co-captains Jeff
Dereen and Bill Bradburn
lead the returning contingent. Versatile performers like Dave Ryland.
Dean Ackron. Jeff McFarland, Jon Watts and Dennis
Erdelyi are also key figures
in the quest for a successful
season.
THE
FREESTYLE
sprints and breaststroke are
two areas Stubbs had
labeled "question marks."
Erdelyi is the only proven
performer in the breaststroke, and Dereen is the
only returning sprinter
Stubbs is hoping for strong

Jumpers head south
The competition team of the Falcon Collegiate Sport
Parachute Club will travel to Deland. Fla over the Thanksgiving break to participate in the National Collegiate
Skydiving Championships.
The national competition is judged on three different
levels-accuracy, style and relative work.
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Falcon center Bob Dobek (7) norm around the no! during lost
weekend'! hockey action against lake Superior at the lea
Arona. The BG skaters will host Buffalo tonight in the opening
conhMt of a two-game series. (Newiphoto by Dan Fekhi)

IN THE accuracy competition, the jumpers are required
to land on a four-inch disc while the style scores are
determined by the jumper's ability to quickly execute three
maneuvers in free-fall. The relative work segment of the
competition requires three team jumpers to link arms in
mid-air.
The three BG jumpers competing during the break are
Ron Smith. Tom Doerter and Pete Bowman
Last year, the Falcon skfdWers were ranked 17th in the
notion.

support from Walker and
Richards in the breaslstrokc
and Phillips in the sprint
events.
The distance freestyle
events will be a Falcon forte
this year with Watts, fourth
in the MAC 1650-yard freestyle last year, and Kyland
making up the front line
The middle freestyle events
should also be strong with
Ryland lending his talents

with Ackron. Jeff 1-eidel and
Bob Wadas
Another BG strong point
will be the backstroke
"Bill i Bradburn i is swimming much better than at
this lime last year." Stubbs
said "He has the potential
to be the top backstroker in
the conference
THE BUTTERFLY will
find Ryland and Ackron
combining their talents

Joining them will be Lee.
Rob Ellis, and Don Luikart.
Price, Lee and Ellis are
being counted on in the
individual medley.
The relay events will pose
a special problem for the
Falcons. The graduation loss
of sprint specialists Joe Klebowski. Steve Breithaupt.
and Rick Carveth will make
the relays weak if no sprint
replacements can be found.

Colzie in hospital
COLUMBUS. Ohio
(APi-Neal Colzie. the
key man in Ohio State's
defensive secondary,
was hospitalized yesterday with a temperature
of 101 degrees and a
throat infection, two
days before the Buckeyes' Rose Bowl showdown with Michigan
A team physician,
however, refused to
rule the Coral Gables.
Fla , senior out of
the nationally-televised
ABC college football
rivalry in Ohio Stadium
"THESE CASES normally lake 48 hours to
control," Dr Robert
Murphy said
"But he's pretty well
motivated." Dr Murphy said "I think
there's a good chance
he will play"
The Ohio State team
physician second-guessed himself for creating
a furor over Colzie s
hospitalization.
"If 1 had il to do over
again. 1 wouldn't have
created this hub-bub."
Dr Murphy said "But I
thought he would get
better treatment in the
hospital than at home.
"My associate just
walked in and said Bo
Schembechler. the
Michigan coach, called.
He wanted to know how
Colzie was." Murphysaid in jest.
Colzie. an open-side
halfback, has started
every game in three
seasons as a regular for
the Buckeyes, who need
a victory over the Wol-

verines to share the Big
Ten title with Michigan
The 6-2. 198-pound
Colzie had 679 yards in
punt returns in 1973 lo
rank No 1 nationally
This season he has only
172 yards in 17 punt runbacks
IF COLZIE is not
ready. Tim Fox likely
will move from safety
with Bruce Ruhl. a
sophomore
from
Michigan, taking over
the deep spot.

Meanwhile, both
sides put the mushing
touches on their pregame preparations with
light drills yesterday.
Michigan will arrive in
Columbus this morning
and work out on Ohio
Stadium's artificial turf
in the afternoon
Ohio Si.it.' will follow
the Wolverines for their
final workout in the
giant horseshoe, ready
for an all-time record
crowd of nearly 88,000
tomorrow.

Buckeye lull bock Chomp Honoon (38) will be a
key man in the Ohio Stale-Michigan showdown
tomorrow. (AP wirephoto)

